In the study of he.iting problems of missiles it is frequently necessary to obtain the surface integral of the heat transfer. This is usually obtained by a numerical integration of the heat transfer rate distribution. The purpose of this note is to show that, for laminar heat transfer to symmetric bodies at zero angle of attack, this integration can be done analytically, if only a few reasonable approximations are made. The result is expressible entirely in terms of quantities which also enter the heat transfer rate distribution expression, so performing the surface integral becomes a very simple matter of algebraic combination of known quantities.
NOTICE: When government or other drawings, specifications or other data are used for any purpose other than in connection with a definitely related government procurement operation, the U. S. Government thereby incurs no responsibility, nor any obligation whatsoever; and the fact that the Government may have formulated, furnished, or in any way supplied the said drawings, specifications, or other data is not to be regarded by implication or otherwise as in any manner licensing the holder or any other person or corporation, or conveying any rights or permission to manufacture, use or sell any patented invention that may in any way be related thereto. ID the study of heating problems of missiles it is frequently necessary to obtain the surface integral of the heat transfer. This is usually obtained by a numerical integration of the heat transfer rate distribution. The purpose of this note is to show that, for Laminar heat transfer to symmetric bodies .it zero angle of attack) tins integration can be done analytically, if only a few reasonable approximations are made. The result is expressible entirely in terms of quantities which also enter the heat transfer rate distribution expression, so performing the surface integral becomes a very simple matter of algebraic < ombination of known quantities.
The "local similarity" theory of Laminar heal transfer to bodies at zero angle oi attack gives the heat transfer rate as' Here r is the body radius in the < ross-section plane, u, and H" velocity and stagnation enthalpy at the edge of the boundary layer, p w , g w and 0' w the detisity, viscosity and Prandtl number at the wall, ^m v the non-dimensional enthalpy gradient at the wall, and £ a transformed coordinate related to the coordinate x parallel to the body surface by
The index j is zero for two-dimensional and unity for axisymmetric flow.
To integrate q over the body surface up to station XJ we multiply by the element of surface .\n-.i dA -1( -n r)3 dx and integrate' from x = 0 to x -x^, obtaining The non-.. enthalpy gradient g -w does nol vary much around the body either , since it has a weak dependence on pressure gradient and a roughly square root dependence on /)/.( ratio. In tact, Ires" took it to be a constant at the zero pressure gradient, constant pn, value in his heal transfer theory.
Thus, a reasonable approximation is to take a suitable avera may then integrate Eq. (1) 
where p is the pressure in the boundary Layer, Finally, ii the wall can be taken as constant temperature, the factor Ln parenthesis in Eq. (9) The advantage of Eqs, (8) and (10), over Eqs. (11) and (h), is that the integrals in the hitter are directly related to the heat transfer rate distribution, and so have already been calculated if that distribution is known. In this case the surface integral can be found from Eqs. (M) and (10) with ]w further integration. II, however, one desires to find the integrated heat input without first finding the heat flux distribution, Eqs. (11) and (15) -f e i 3 ^ E -a x."
